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The Mustang MAC-10 is a unique product with a proud tradition of service and 
performance. The MAC-10 is a constant wear, hypothermia protective garment designed 
specifically for use by pilots and passengers flying over water in light aircraft, float 
planes, helicopters, long range patrol aircraft and even high-performance jets. This 
unique product combines protection against all of the following hazards: fire and its 
radiant heat, cold exposure, cold water immersion and drowning. As a result, the MAC-10 
replaces multiple garment layers normally worn by aircrew for protection from individual 
operational hazards.

The MAC-10 is a close fitting, tailored garment engineered to provide generous room in 
high movement areas for maximum wearer mobility and comfort. Zippered ankle gussets 
assist in donning and doffing. A range of pockets is provided for the storage of personal 
items, notepads, pens and survival equipment, including a survival knife. An insulated 
thermal protective hood, stored in the right leg pocket, minimizes heat loss and provides 
good fire protection for the head.

Tug-Tite® closures at the wrist and ankles enhance the in-water hypothermia protective 
performance by minimizing cold water flushing. Even after being significantly marred 
by fire or puncture, the suit still offers very good flotation and hypothermia protection. 
This fault tolerance is in stark contrast to the vulnerability of aviation drysuits to 
relatively minor degrees of damage.

Durable, flame resistant Nomex® aramid anti-static  fabric provides external protection 
for the inherently buoyant,thermal protective integral wetsuit. An inner layer of Nomex® 
aramid fabric provides further fire protection and comfort, and completes the MAC-
10’s “three layers of protection.” Rugged leather panels are integrated into high wear 
areas of the knees and seat for increased resistance to abrasion, petroleum, fuel oils 
and soiling. The MAC-10 is compatible with any lifejacket, such as Mustang’s twin-
chambered FAA approved constant wear  inflatable lifejacket (model MD1127).

Approved for use by Crew Chiefs and Door Gunners in H-60 and H-47 Aircraft (TN 
61532C)

Approved for use in Support of Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF)
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CONSTANT WEAR AVIATION COVERALLS (MAC-10)
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CARRY CASE MA7105
A durable water resistant nylon case is optionally available for storage and handling of 
the coverall. This case is equipped with a zippered closure and sturdy handles. 

THERMAL GLOVES MA7102
Three-fingered, thermal protective neoprene gloves are optionally available, can be 
stored in the lower leg pocket.

ACCESSORIES

Mustang Survival is an ISO 9001 Certified Company. All suits are tested to ensure the highest level of 
reliability and performance. Mustang Survival has a policy of continuous improvement and reserves the 
right to modify products or features at any time. 

CAGE CODE 1CJ91 | DUNS # 185314283 | Central Contractor Registration # 1998G071539

GSA Contract GS-07F-0065H

CAGE CODE 1LV23 | DUNS # 073974896

CAGE CODE/NSCM/FSC 37463

TF. 1 800 526 0532 | F. 1 888 676 5014 | E. custserv@mustangsurvival.com | www.mustangsurvival.com
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FLAME RESISTANCE 
A three layer aramid/PVC/ aramid construction provides outstanding protection from 

radiant heat and fire. The MAC-10 coverall achieves a Thermal Protective Performance 

(TPP) rating of 1,900KJ/m2. This equates to 20 seconds protection from second degree 

burn, under exposure to a heat flux of 84 KW/m2 corresponds to conditions around a 

crashed aircraft when fuel is burning fiercely. 

Full manikin burn tests conducted on the MAC-10 demonstrate that no second or third 

degree burns were allowed within its area of coverage. This contrasts with second 

degree burns to 57% of the body surface area covered by a plain Nomex®  flight suit. 

HYPOTHERMIA PROTECTION
Thermal insulation of 0.46 immersed clo is achieved when tested on the thermally 

instrumented manikin with Tug-Tite® closures secured, and thermal protective hood 

donned. 

SIZE HEIGHT CHEST SIZE

CM INCHES CM INCHES

1 155-160 61-63 76-84 30-33

2 160-165 63-65 76-84 30-33

3 165-170 65-67 76-84 30-33

4 160-165 63-65 84-91 33-36

5 165-170 65-67 84-91 33-36

6 170-175 67-69 84-91 33-36

7 165-170 65-67 91-99 36-39

8 170-175 67-69 91-99 36-39

9 175-180 69-71 91-99 36-39

9a 180-185 71-73 91-99 36-39

10 170-175 67-69 99-107 39-42

11 175-180 69-71 99-107 39-42

12 180-185 71-73 99-107 39-42

12a 185-191 73-75 99-107 39-42

13 175-180 69-71 107-114 42-45

14 180-185 71-73 107-114 42-45

15 185-191 73-75 107-114 42-45

FLOTATION
Mustang Survival conducts buoyancy tests on our suits in accordance with specfied test 

methodologies. The maximum egress requirements, specified for your environment by 

your flight safety authorities, will fall within a narrow range of values based on available 

international standards. Mustang Survival suits demonstrates buoyancy below the 

lowest maximum values recommended for ditched helicopter egress. 

COLORS
International orange, sage green, or royal blue

WEIGHT 
Lightweight, approximately 1.8 kg (4lbs), depending on size

SIZES 
Seventeen sizes are available. Measurements should be taken over intended under 

clothing.


